Resilience & Recovery
Social Media Savvy
for Business
#socialmediasavvy

Hurree
Data and reporting
made simple
Hurree is a pinboard for your analytics. Our easy-to-use software consolidates all
of the data from your marketing, sales and business intelligence tools. From Google
Analytics, Stripe, and Hubspot to Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram and more, our
powerful integrations allow you to spend more time analysing your data and less time
combing through spreadsheets. Just connect the tools you use and enjoy real-time,
comprehensive reporting across your entire tech stack.

Join the Hurree community to get the most from your data, and say
goodbye to hours spent building inefficient, manual reports!
All your reporting data in one place
Marketing and sales team friendly
Easy to use, easy to understand
Share with the click of a button
Eliminate data silos
Spend your time on what’s important - growing your business!

www.hurree.co

TODAY YOU’LL HEAR FROM...
9.00am

Welcome and Introduction to Social Media Savvy
Event Host - Ashleigh Watson, Social Media Trainer
& Consultant, Copper Square

9.15am

What John would have expected and what I expect of myself.
Lisa Strutt, Leadership Coach

10.00am

Let’s Talk Social Media Trends
In conversation with Matt Navarra

10.50am

A Word From Our Keyname Sponsor - Hurree

11.00am

Coffee Break & Networking

11.20am

Have I Got News For You!
Una Carlin, Communications Consultant, Carlin Creative

12noon

Giving Your Content Legs
Amy Stevenson, Content Creator, Vamos Admin

		
12.30pm
Instagram for Business
Lucy Hall, Founder Digital Women

1.00pm

Lunch Break & Networking

1.45pm

The Videos You Need To Make in 2022!
Peter Craven, Creative Director, Bluesky Video Marketing

2.30pm

One Minute. One Brief. Create An Ad.
Nick Entwistle, Creative Director, One Minute Briefs

3.15pm

A Mini-Masterclass on TikTok
Francesca Morelli & Chloe Henning, Founders, VAVA Influence

3.45pm

Closing Remarks
Ashleigh Watson

Lisa Strutt

What John would have expected
and what I expect of myself
Lisa Strutt is a high level leadership coach,
global speaker, a Fellow of the Institute of
Coaching, a Harvard Medical School Affiliate,
an ICF Accredited Coach, an Alma of Boston
College Carroll School of Management
and has a PG Dip HR from the University of
Portsmouth and MA Hons from the University
of Edinburgh. She also has an MBA through
the Open University.
Lisa is an accredited coach and incorporates

Positive Intelligence (PQ) training to help
leaders and entrepreneurs get clarity on
what is important to them in business and in
life, supporting clients to make the changes
necessary to move beyond blocks holding them
back and achieve more than they thought
possible.
Lisa coaches with a mix of curiosity, connection,
compassion, clarity and courage; a ‘5C’
approach unique to her.

Connect on LinkedIn: https://ie.linkedin.com/in/lstrutt
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Resilience – your starting point
Resilience Questionnaire1
Strongly
disagree
I have the ability to:

1

1

Deal with the demands of my life

2

Be flexible in order to adapt to whatever I’m presented with

3

Know what is important in my life

4

Change direction when the preferred route is not working

5

Ask for help when I need it

6

Find I can take control of when things are uncertain

7

Control my emotions when feeling pressured

8

Face reality, even when it is difficult

9

Manage my way through difficulty

10

Focus on actions that move me towards long term goals

11

Let go of what is not working

12

Recognise when others need support

13

Be decisive

14

Use strategies for managing my stress

15

Find solutions to the challenges I face

16

Recognise when I need to develop new skills and behaviours

17

Hold onto a sense of perspective even when things are difficult

18

Be proactive in addressing challenges

19

Remain optimistic, even when things are tough

20

Acknowledge the difficulties of change and accept what has to be let go of

21

Be creative in finding ways of doing things even when resources are limited

22

Talk openly about frustrations with trusted colleagues, friends and family members

23

Dealing with problems head-on, rather than hoping they will go away

24

Recognize when current pressures are affecting my responses

Strongly
agree
2

3

4

5

Transfer your scores to the appropriate box below and total in the right-hand column.
Total
Self-belief

1

9

15

Elasticity

2

16

20

Meaning

3

10

17

Solution finding

4

11

21

Support

5

12

22

Proactivity

6

13

18

Emotional control

7

14

24

Realistic positivity

8

19

23

If your scores are less than 10 in any area, set yourself a goal to work on this aspect of resilience.

From Carole Pemberton, “Resilience – a practical guide for coaches”, 2015, Open University Press

1

Matt Navarra

Let’s Talk Social Media Trends
Matt Navarra is one of the UK’s most wellknown and in-demand social media
consultants.
With 15+ years of industry experience, Matt
has worked with some of the world’s most
popular brands.
Earlier in his career, Matt was Director of
Social Media at global technology news and
events company The Next Web, and was a
Digital Communications Advisor for the UK
Government.
Twitter: @MattNavarra
Web: www.mattnavarra.com

#socialmediasavvy

The World’s Most Useful Newsletter for Social
Media Professionals
Geekout is the most comprehensive weekly
roundup of all the latest social media industry
news, tips, tricks, new tools, and features.
It includes Matt’s expert analysis, insights,
and opinions on the biggest stories making
headlines each week.
Sign up to receive Matt’s weekly Geekout
newsletter: www.getrevue.co/profile/geekout.

Amy Stevenson

Giving your content legs Repurposing content for maximum
impact in minimum time
Amy is the founder of Vamos Admin,
providing social media content and systems
support remotely to businesses to help
them grow.
She was Runner Up UK VA Newcomer of the
Year 2021, Finalist Digital Women VA of the Year
www.instagram.com/vamosadmin
www.facebook.com/vamosadmin
www.linkedin.com/in/amylouisestevenson
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and is a current finalist for Northern Ireland VA
of the Year 2021.
She is passionate about helping freelancers and
business owners reduce overwhelm, automate
and scale.

Content Repurposing
Top tips for repurposing
Start with long form content such as blogs, video or audio.
Use your analytics to see what was working well.
Create a 'system' to proactively repurpose.
Use different mediums to change your content up, Video>Audio etc.
Reference links to related pieces of content on other platforms.

No one sees all of your content,
apart from you!

Mediums to repurpose:

V
A
M
O
S
Notes:

Lucy Hall

Instagram for Business
Founder of Digital Women and Social Day,
Lucy is a jargon free, digital, social media
trainer and consultant.

founder of Digital Women, a digital skill sharing
community and SocialDay the news and events
platform for social media marketers.

Lucy is a Meta Certified Lead Trainer,
#SheMeansBusiness accredited trainer,
Twitter: @lucyshall
Instagram: @lucyshall @digita1women @socialday_s

Notes:
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Una Carlin

Have I Got News For You!
Una Carlin is a marketing, communications,
media relations, crisis, reputation and event
management expert and runs her own
consultancy, Carlin Creative.
She has set this up, not as another PR agency
but as a boutique, highly specialised service
built around her own unique skills, talent and
experience having worked for over 25-years
in the creative industries holding senior
marketing communications roles at Channel 4
Television, ITV and the BBC in Northern Ireland
and English Regions.
Career highlights include launching Channel
4 in the Nations and Regions, managing an ‘In
the Heart of the City’ campaign to promote BBC
Birmingham’s move from its outdated Pebble
Mill Studios to new state-of-the-art broadcasting
facilities in Birmingham City Centre.
www.carlincreative.co.uk
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Una also managed media relations for BBC NI’s
Iris Robinson Story for Spotlight and Panorama,
promoted and managed reputation on the
Troubles related drama Five Minutes of Heaven
with Liam Neeson and Jimmy Nesbitt and
managed media relations on the documentary
series, Facing the Truth with Archbishop
Desmond Tutu.
Campaigns outside BBC include, Rory
McIroy’s Dubai Duty Free Irish Open support
for Cancer Fund for Children; an impactful
#TimeMatters campaign for emerging NI
pancreatic cancer charity NIPANC for World
Pancreatic Cancer Month in November and
two campaigns and an event for the Linen Hall
Library’s extraORDINARYwomen project and
Enlightenment Festival.

Writing a news story/press release
At the end of my talk, I will be asking you to collaborate with those on your table to write a
short news story. It is exactly the same process as writing a press release. This will be completed
pyramid style with the most important news being at the very top of the story. There is a prize
at stake.
Remember to include a really strong creative attention-grabbing headline. Your intro (the
first par) should contain the following information, Who, What, Where, Why, When, How in no
particular order.
At the end of the exercise, I’ll be asking one person per table to read out your story. Ideally include
a headline, intro and a second par, which will carry the next level of most important information.
Remember the least important should always come at the very end. You have ten minutes to
complete the exercise. Remember, be creative, get competitive and have fun.

Story details
CHARLIE DRAPER IS A POSTMAN AND LIKES TO PLAY GOLF IN HIS SPARE TIME. WHILE OUT
WALKING ON THE LAGAN TOW PATH TODAY A GANG OF YOUTHS PUSHED HIM INTO THE RIVER.
SOME SAY IT COULD HAVE BEEN A CASE OF MISTAKEN IDENTITY.
PASSERSBY LOOKED ON IN HORROR. CHARLIE CAN’T SWIM. SOME PEOPLE CALLED THE
EMERGENCY SERVICES. A WOMAN STARTED SCREAMING.
CHARLIE’S DOG, A PEDIGREE LABRADOR JUMPED IN AND SAVED THE DAY AND PULLED HIS
MASTER TO SAFETY.
THE EMERGENCY SERVICES ARRIVED. POLICE SAID IT WAS A CLOSE CALL AND PRAISED THE
BRAVERY OF HIS PET DOG CHUM.

Write your headline!

Peter Craven

The Videos You Need To Make
in 2022!
Peter Craven is the founder and Creative
Director of BlueSky Video Marketing - a video
marketing agency established in 2017 to help
people use video to build awareness, generate
new opportunities and win new business.

established to deliver video production and
marketing services in a way that gave marketers
the tools they need to deliver successful
campaigns across a variety of different
channels.

Formed after Peter spent 20 years working
in global marketing roles, the agency was

BlueSky Video Marketing now serves customers
in Ireland, UK, Sweden, USA and Canada.

hello@blueskyvideomarketing.com
www.blueskyvideomarketing.com

Notes:
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BlueSky Video Marketing - Pitch Video Structure
Word count
As a general rule of thumb when thinking of video scripts we speak at approximately 3
words per second.
With this in mind please see below some guideline word counts for videos scripts of
different lengths:
30 second video = 90 words
60 second video = 180 words
90 second video = 270 words
120 second video = 360 words
Please also be aware that if you require an intro to the video and a closing screen, then
the word counts outlined above will have to be reduced in order to meet the desired
length of your final video output.
We would advise that inclusion of an intro and closing screen would take approximately
8 seconds of your video.

Script Structure
Section

Grab attention
A statement or statistic that
makes the viewer want to keep
watching / listening to what you
have to say.
Outline the problem
What is the problem that your
product or service is fixing for
your customers?
Present the solution
How does the product or service
you are promoting help to solve
the problem outlined above.
Establish credibility
Why should the viewer / listener
trust you to be able to develop a
solution to their problem?
Demonstrate traction
Where is the proof that this
solution is working for other
people?
The ask
Clearly define what you want the
viewer / listener to do next.

Content Guide
Use bullet points to identify the
information that can be included
for each section of the video.

Script Ideas
Start to refine your script ideas
by using specific statements /
information that you would like
to include in your script.

Nick Entwistle

One Minute. One Brief.
Create An Ad.
Founder & Creative Director at the Bank of
Creativity & One Minute Briefs
Nick is the Creative Director and Founder of the
Bank of Creativity, working with agencies and
brands to create compelling content to engage
their audiences and generate big interest in
their products or services.
He is also the founder of the global
user-generated content community, @
OneMinuteBriefs, which has a client list
featuring the likes of WWF, Twitter, CocaCola, Oxfam, Pringles, Adobe, PG Tips, KFC &
Guinness. OMB also has ongoing partnerships
with Clear Channel, Canva and the Met Office.
Nick was the Creative Director behind the
‘C-Word’ campaign for Neuroblastoma sufferer
Isabella that went viral with 50 million views
across social media and featuring in national
press and TV news. He also directed the
music video and social campaign that led
to the NHS beating Justin Bieber to Xmas
Number 1. As well as this, he has led the
#WorldWithoutNature campaign for WWF,
where global brands take the nature out of

their logos on World Wildlife Day. Having had
half a billion reach in its first year, the campaign
is now heading to its second year featuring
brands and teams such as Wolves, Gymshark,
Dove, Hootsuite, Aston Villa, Gumtree, Duolingo,
Timberland and more…
Aside from his creative work, Nick has
80,000+ followers on his various social
channels including @AgencyQuotes, which is
a popular social feed that he runs where the
creative industry around the world share all
the #ThingsYouHearInAgencies. He has five
published books and hosts events and meetups
for the creative community. He delivers
inspirational talks/ workshops at agencies
& universities and has spoken at industry &
business events for the likes of Lloyds Bank, SKY,
The Drum & BBC.
Nick is also an ambassador for NABS Charity
and the Greater Manchester Combined
Authority. He is a board member of the MPA
and an official partner of anti-cyberbullying
foundation, Cybersmile.

Website: Bankofcreativity.co.uk
Email: interest@bankofcreativity.co.uk
Twitter: @OneMinuteBriefs @AgencyQuotes @BOC_ATM
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/nickentwistle
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BRIEF: CREATE A POSTER TO ADVERTISE the #SOCIALMEDIASAVVY event

TAKE A PIC & TWEET TO @oneminutebriefs & @savvy_ni
#SocialMediaSavvy

VAVA Influence
Francesca Morelli & Chloe Henning

A Mini-Masterclass on TikTok
VAVA Influence is an Influencer Marketing
Agency – the first of its kind in Northern
Ireland - founded in May 2020 by Francesca
Morelli and Chloe Henning.
We boast an expansive network of influencers
throughout the UK and Ireland and work to
partner this talent with businesses on a best-fit
basis for collaboration purposes.

Instagram: @ vavainfluence
TikTok: @ vavainfluence
Email: info@vavainfluence.com

Notes:
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VAVA Influence have recently launched ‘VAVA
Masterclasses’ where we aim to facilitate
practical workshops on social media, content
creation, and influencer marketing for aspiring
content creators and small businesses.
Alongside the masterclasses, we provide Social
Media and Influencer Marketing Training to
small businesses across NI independently and
in partnership with local councils.

Ashleigh Watson

Your Event Host
A marketing professional with over 16-years
experience working at a senior level,
Ashleigh specialises in marketing strategy
and communications.

Host of Social Media Savvy – a one day social
media marketing conference, Ashleigh brings
expert speakers to the stage in Belfast to share
their marketing knowledge and insight.

Owner of Copper Square and an experienced
Social Media Trainer, Ashleigh is passionate
about marketing communications, she
brings a wealth of experience and knowledge
of developing and delivering integrated
marketing campaigns using digital and
traditional techniques.

A passionate digital trainer and speaker, most
recently she delivered a talk at Digital Women
Digital Skills Fest 2021, and was a panel guest
with Amazon on Women’s Entrepreneurship
Day 2021.

Some of Copper Square training clients include
leading brands HEINEKEN Ireland, Theatre and
Dance NI, Belfast City Council, Ards Business
Hub as well as ambitious entrepreneurs and
SMEs across the UK and Ireland.
Follow on Instagram: @CopperSquare
Email: ash@coppersquareni.com
Web: www.coppersquareni.com
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A Fellow of the Chartered Institute of
Marketing, Top 40 under 40 Business Leader,
she was shortlisted in the Natwest GB
Entrepreneur Awards 2019 Small Business
Entrepreneur of the Year, and a Finalist in the
2018 Bangor Chamber of Commerce Best
Marketing Initiative.

With thanks to support from:
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